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FEATURES

Suit

Model – Kenton R
The Royal
705512

THE ROYAL 
One of the most inf luential fabric selections within the Scabal collections, THE ROYAL offers a large collection 
of the highest quality Super 100 suiting cloths, brought together to create a fully rounded collection that is a true 
year-round staple.

There is a large selection of elegant and classic designs with the colours bases in blues and greys. New this season is 
the choice of browns which is becoming a core colour in sartorial menswear again. Choose from colourful checks, 
the finest of herringbones, pick & pick designs or a wide selection of stripes ranging from subtle discrete ones to more 
classic banker stripes.

Browsing through this collection it’s easy to see why Scabal has been the choice of kings for nearly a century.

Jacket:

 · 947R-P2E2
 · 4 Unlined
 · Unconstructed
 · Button 288
 · F325 Undercollar Lining Red 187

Trouser:

 · V700

Jacket:

 · 407N-2222
 · Fully Lined 
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 361
 · Button 509
 · Neapolitan Peak Lapel 
 · Double Breasted 2 Button Closure
 · S41 AMF Stitch in Red 

Trouser:

 · V705
 · HLH5 +5CM High Waist
 · Turn Up Hem 5
 · H26 Daks System Button and Belt Loops 

Suit

Model – Curzon 
The Royal
705463

RED WHITE BLUE / BUSINESS SUITS
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FEATURES

Jacket

Model – Kenton R 
Mosaic
853037

Trouser

Cashmere Cotton
501299

TAORMINA 
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, 
the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many 
woven with white yarn to add an extra element of 
lightness. Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton 
make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these 
naturally breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect 
for hot summer days and nights.

Choose from a selection of soft checks in light blues, 
pinks, beige and light greens, complementary semi plains 
or more dramatic checks in the darker hues of medium 
blue, classic red or deep brown. To complete the collection 
there are two statement blazers with dramatic regatta 
style stripes in navy red and white.

MOSAIC
The MOSAIC collection presents a small range of 
summer jackets at its best. This collection has been 
completely renewed with 23 brand new designs, fans 
of colour and checks will find plenty here to grab their 
attention. Blues, reds, plum, beige, green and brown 
all feature and the checks vary from striking window 
pane with melange bases to dramatic glenchecks in with 
multiple colour combinations. 

Ground colours are muted which draws attention to the 
details of the check designs but also offers a jacketing 
range that is more versatile and refined, making it perfect 
for all summer occasions not just a holiday.

The 100% Super 130’s wool has a fine feel and a dry 
hand finish which also makes it a practical choice for 
warmer climates.

Jacket:

 · 947R-1DS2
 · 4 Unlined 
 · Unconstructed
 · Matching Button
 · S Pocket - 2 Patch + Ticket Patch Pocket

Trouser:

 · V700

Jacket:

 · 467N-PDH2
 · 6 Light Tailoring 
 · Full Canvas
 · Lining 125
 · Button 177
 · Neapolitan Peak Lapel 

Trouser:

 · Regular 5 Pocket

Jacket

Model – Curzon 
Taormina 
852997

Trouser

DARK DENIM

RED WHITE BLUE / CASUAL JACKETS
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FEATURES

Trouser

Pure Linen 
802267

TAORMINA 
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, 
the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many 
woven with white yarn to add an extra element of 
lightness. Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton 
make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these 
naturally breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect 
for hot summer days and nights.

Choose from a selection of soft checks in light blues, 
pinks, beige and light greens, complementary semi plains 
or more dramatic checks in the darker hues of medium 
blue, classic red or deep brown. To complete the collection 
there are two statement blazers with dramatic regatta 
style stripes in navy red and white.

PURE LINEN 
Linen’s cool and comfortable wearing properties 
have made it a favourite summer fabric for centuries. 
Scabal’s Pure Linen collection was built upon this idea 
and uses only Irish Linen which is regarded as the best in 
the world.

Choose from the 250gm “delave” Linen which has been 
given a chic aged appearance through special washing 
and dyeing techniques or the more traditional heavier 
260gm in a wide range of shades.

Jacket:

 · 467N-PD62
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 187
 · S98 Matching Fabric Buttons

Trouser:

 · G720
 · 2 Pleats with Piped Pockets

Jacket

Model – Curzon 
Taormina 
853017

RED WHITE BLUE / CASUAL JACKETS
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FEATURES

Suit

Model – Curzon
Crossover
754155

Waistcoat

Model – G7
Crossover
754155

Trouser

Crossover 
754156 

CROSSOVER 
Following the success of its premiere collection, CROSSOVER has been updated with a new selection of paired 
fabrics. Designed to help gentlemen quickly create a capsule wardrobe that can be adapted to the needs of different 
wearing occasions, each fabric set contains a fancy design complemented with a simpler partner enabling easy mix and 
match opportunities.

Colours feel light and seasonal, with light and mid blues, soft greys and elegant browns forming the basis of the designs. 
Brighter colours can be discovered within the window pane checks that adorn the fancy designs, pinks, orange and reds 
all feature and even within their plainer partners whites have been introduced to give a lighter feel. The Super 130’s 
wool gives a very fine and soft feel to the fabrics and at 260gm this is a cloth that is practical as well as beautiful.

A truly modern concept, select two suits and create four outfits. Style them with different accessories and the options 
are endless.

Jacket:

 · 467N-1D72
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 167
 · Button 177
 · Neapolitan Peak Lapel 

Trouser:

 · G700

Jacket:

 · L87-22S2
 · 8 Half Lined
 · Full Canvas
 · Lining 352
 · Button 170
 · Double Breasted 2 Closing Buttons 

Trouser:

 · G725
 · 2 Pleats with H33 Slanted Pockets
 · H15 Button Fly

Jacket

Model – Soho 
Crossover
754145

Trouser

Crossover 
754146 

GREY BLACK WHITE / BUSINESS SUITS
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FEATURES

Suit

Model –Mayfair
Silver Ghost
705537

SILVER GHOST 
Like its namesake Rolls Royce, the SILVER GHOST collection is one of the finest in its field, constructed from 100% 
superfine merino wool with a tropical weave making it ideal for summer suiting. New to the collection is a wider 
selection of checks including classic window pane with soft summer colour combinations or a tonal shadow effect. 
The range continues with a selection of stripes with fashionable melange ground colours, classic pinstripes discreet 
micro designs in deep blues and browns and finishes with a full range of plains ranging from light blue through 
to black.

This is a collection for a suiting connoisseur, discreet but interesting, practical but stylish and perfect for the changing 
weather that spring and summer brings.

Jacket:

 · L67-PD22
 · 6 light tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 324
 · Button 177 

Trouser:

 · V700

Suit

Model – Soho 
Silver Ghost
705532

GREY BLACK WHITE / BUSINESS SUITS

Jacket:

 · LO7R-27E2
 · Fully Lined
 · Full Canvas
 · Lining 320
 · Button 332
 · Double Breasted 2 Button Closure
 · S41 AMF Stitch Inside Jacket in Red

Trouser:

 · G700
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Jacket

Model – Kenton R 
Taormina 
853012

Trouser

Pure Linen 
802267

TAORMINA 
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many woven with white yarn to add an extra element of lightness. 
Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these naturally 
breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect for hot summer days and nights.

Choose from a selection of soft checks in light blues, pinks, beige and light greens, complementary semi plains or more 
dramatic checks in the darker hues of medium blue, classic red or deep brown. To complete the collection there are two 
statement blazers with dramatic regatta style stripes in navy red and white.

Jacket:

 · 947R-12S2
 · 4 Unlined
 · Unconstructed
 · Button 500
 · S Pocket - 2 Patch + Ticket Patch Pocket

Trouser:

 · G700

Jacket:

 · L67-12Q2
 · 6 Light Tailoring 
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 367
 · Button 500
 · Q Pocket - 2 Patch with Flap 

Trouser:

 · V700

Jacket

Model – Soho
Taormina 
853016

Trouser

Cashmere Cotton
501335 

GREY BLACK WHITE / CASUAL JACKETS
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FEATURES

Suit

Model – Soho 
Mohair & Silk
753991

CROSSOVER 
Following the success of its premiere collection, 
CROSSOVER has been updated with a new selection of 
paired fabrics. Designed to help gentlemen quickly create 
a capsule wardrobe that can be adapted to the needs 
of different wearing occasions, each fabric set contains 
a fancy design complemented with a simpler partner 
enabling easy mix and match opportunities.

Colours feel light and seasonal, with light and mid blues, 
soft greys and elegant browns forming the basis of the 
designs. Brighter colours can be discovered within the 
window pane checks that adorn the fancy designs, pinks, 
orange and reds all feature and even within their plainer 
partners whites have been introduced to give a lighter feel.

MOHAIR & SILK
Designed for the connoisseur who is looking for 
understated luxury but loves to wear colour. This 
exclusive collection of plains is anything but, with 
a distinctly summer feel the pastel colours recall sun 
drenched days whilst the classic colours of brown, 
beige and a selection of blues bring some pragmatism 
to the range.

The mix of Silk and Mohair complement each other 
perfectly with the Mohair adding a more refined finish 
and the dry hand feel and the silk adding a beautiful 
luminosity to the finish of each cloth.

Jacket:

 · L68-1DT2
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 367
 · Button 333
 · T Pocket - 2 Patch Pocket with Pleat and Flap

Trouser:

 · W700

Jacket:

 · 467N-PDR2
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 119
 · Button 324
 · R Pocket - 3 Patch Pockets + Patch Ticket Pocket
 · SH2D AMF Stitch 

Trouser:

 · V705
 · Turn Up Option H34 CM5

Suit

Model – Curzon  
Crossover 
754143

Waistcoat

Model – Q
Crossover 
754143

Trouser

Crossover 
754144 

BROWN BEIGE / BUSINESS SUITS
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FEATURES

Jacket

Model – Soho 
Pure Linen 
802265

TAORMINA 
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, 
the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many 
woven with white yarn to add an extra element of 
lightness. Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton 
make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these 
naturally breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect 
for hot summer days and nights.

Choose from a selection of soft checks in light blues, 
pinks, beige and light greens, complementary semi plains 
or more dramatic checks in the darker hues of medium 
blue, classic red or deep brown. To complete the collection 
there are two statement blazers with dramatic regatta 
style stripes in navy red and white.

PURE LINEN 
Linen’s cool and comfortable wearing properties have 
made it a favourite summer fabric for centuries. Scabal’s 
Pure Linen collection was built upon this idea and 
uses only Irish Linen which is regarded as the best in 
the world.

Choose from the 250gm “delave” Linen which has been 
given a chic aged appearance through special washing 
and dyeing techniques or the more traditional heavier 
260gm in a wide range of shades.

Jacket:

· L08-1DU2
· Fully Lined
· Half Canvas
· Lining 159
· Button 333
· U Pocket - 4 Patch Pockets with Pleat and Flap
· S630 Elbow Patches same Fabric as Jacket

Jacket:

· 947R-12R2
· 4 Unlined
· Unconstructed
· Button 333
· R Pocket - 3 Patch Pocket + Patch Ticket Pocket

Trousers:

· W700 & G700

Jacket

Model – Kenton R
Taormina 
852994

Trousers

Cashmere Cotton
501291 

BROWN BEIGE / CASUAL JACKETS
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FEATURES

Jacket

Model – Kenton R 
Taormina  
852993

Trouser

Cashmere Cotton 
������

NOBILITY 
Building on its refined lineage, the Nobility collection 
feels fresh and new and will add a splash of colour to 
your day. The colour combinations are unusual and are 
created by using silver and gold as the base with mixed 
of browns and blues to create both cool and warm colour 
mixes. The silk finish adds a touch of glamour throughout 
and a beautiful sheen to these exquisite fabrics.

Jacket:

· 947R-12R2
· 4 Unlined
· Unconstructed
· Button 333
· R Pocket - 3 Patch Pockets + Patch Ticket Pocket

Trouser:

· W700

Jacket:

· L68R-12Q2
· 6 Light Tailoring
· Half Canvas
· Lining 119
· Button 333
· Q Pocket - 2 Patch Pocket with Flap

Trouser:

· W700

Jacket

Model – Mayfair�
Nobility 
852923

Trouser

Cashmere Cotton�
������

BROWN BEIGE / CASUAL JACKETS

TAORMINA 
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, 
the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many 
woven with white yarn to add an extra element of 
lightness. Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton 
make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these 
naturally breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect 
for hot summer days and nights.

Choose from a selection of soft checks in light blues, 
pinks, beige and light greens, complementary semi plains 
or more dramatic checks in the darker hues of medium 
blue, classic red or deep brown. To complete the collection 
there are two statement blazers with dramatic regatta 
style stripes in navy red and white.
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FEATURES

Trouser

Crossover 
754142 

CROSSOVER 
Following the success of its premiere collection, CROSSOVER has been updated with a new selection of paired 
fabrics. Designed to help gentlemen quickly create a capsule wardrobe that can be adapted to the needs of different 
wearing occasions, each fabric set contains a fancy design complemented with a simpler partner enabling easy mix and 
match opportunities.

Colours feel light and seasonal, with light and mid blues, soft greys and elegant browns forming the basis of the designs. 
Brighter colours can be discovered within the window pane checks that adorn the fancy designs, pinks, orange and reds 
all feature and even within their plainer partners whites have been introduced to give a lighter feel. The Super 130’s 
wool gives a very fine and soft feel to the fabrics and at 260gm this is a cloth that is practical as well as beautiful.

A truly modern concept, select two suits and create four outfits. Style them with different accessories and the options 
are endless.

Jacket:

 · L67-PDE2
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 470
 · Button 332
 · Peak Lapel
 · 2 1/2 Button Closure
 · E Pocket - 2 Flap + Ticket Pocket 

Trouser:

 · W700
 · High Waist: New Option HLH5
 · Increase Rise CM5

Jacket

Model – Soho
Crossover 
754141

GREY BLUE / BUSINESS SUITS
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FEATURES

Trouser

Crossover 
754158 

Jacket:

 · 407N-1272
 · Fully lined
 · Full Canvas
 · Lining 125
 · Button 332 
 · Neapolitan Notch Lapel 
 · 7 Pocket - 2 Patch Pockets

Trouser:

 · V700
 · HH2C AMF Stitch

Jacket

Model – Curzon 
Crossover 
754157

Waistcoat

Model – Q7 
Crossover 
754158

GREY BLUE / BUSINESS SUITS

CROSSOVER 
Following the success of its premiere collection, CROSSOVER has been updated with a new selection of paired 
fabrics. Designed to help gentlemen quickly create a capsule wardrobe that can be adapted to the needs of different 
wearing occasions, each fabric set contains a fancy design complemented with a simpler partner enabling easy mix and 
match opportunities.

Colours feel light and seasonal, with light and mid blues, soft greys and elegant browns forming the basis of the designs. 
Brighter colours can be discovered within the window pane checks that adorn the fancy designs, pinks, orange and reds 
all feature and even within their plainer partners whites have been introduced to give a lighter feel. The Super 130’s 
wool gives a very fine and soft feel to the fabrics and at 260gm this is a cloth that is practical as well as beautiful.

A truly modern concept, select two suits and create four outfits. Style them with different accessories and the options 
are endless.
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FEATURES

Jacket:

 · 947S-1DS2
 · 4 Unlined
 · Unconstructed
 · Button 811
 · S Pocket - 2 Patch Pockets + Patch Ticket Pocket 

Trouser:

 · W700

Jacket

Model – Kenton S 
Taormina 
852992

Trouser

Pure Linen
802261 

GREY BLUE / CASUAL JACKETS

MOSAIC 
The MOSAIC collection presents a small range of 
summer jackets at its best. This collection has been 
completely renewed with 23 brand new designs, fans 
of colour and checks will find plenty here to grab their 
attention. Blues, reds, plum, beige, green and brown 
all feature and the checks vary from striking window 
pane with melange bases to dramatic glenchecks in with 
multiple colour combinations. 

The 100% Super 130’s wool has a fine feel and a dry 
hand finish which also makes it a practical choice for 
warmer climates.

Jacket:

 · 947R-1DR2
 · Unconstructed
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 106
 · Button 107 
 · R Pocket - 3 Patch Pockets + Patch Ticket Pocket 

Trouser:

 · 5 Pocket

Jacket

Model – Kenton R
Mosaic
853023

Trouser

DARK DENIM 

TAORMINA 
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, 
the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many 
woven with white yarn to add an extra element of 
lightness. Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton 
make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these 
naturally breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect 
for hot summer days and nights.
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FEATURES

Jacket

Model – Curzon  
Taormina  
853011

Waistcoat

Model – P7  
Taormina  
853015

Trouser

Pure Linen 
802261 

TAORMINA  
Named after a beautiful resort on the coast of Sicily, the TAORMINA collection is a celebration of summer. 
Bright colours and designs f low across the range many woven with white yarn to add an extra element of lightness. 
Combinations of wool, silk, linen and cotton make the collection practical as well as beautiful, these naturally 
breathable and lightweight fabrics are perfect for hot summer days and nights.

Choose from a selection of soft checks in light blues, pinks, beige and light greens, complementary semi plains or more 
dramatic checks in the darker hues of medium blue, classic red or deep brown. To complete the collection there are two 
statement blazers with dramatic regatta style stripes in navy red and white.

Jacket:

 · 467E-1DE2
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 106
 · Button 811

Waistcoat:

 · Contrast Fabric 853015
 · Lining 470

Trouser:

 · W720

GREY BLUE / CASUAL JACKETS

Jacket

Model – Soho 
Taormina  
853001

Trouser

New Deluxe 
501554

 

Jacket:

 · L67-1D72
 · 6 Light Tailoring
 · Half Canvas
 · Lining 320
 · Button 148
 · 2 1/2 Button Closure
 · 7 Pocket - 2 Patch Pockets 

Trouser:

 · W700


